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About This Game

Halo: Spartan Strike makes you a Spartan supersoldier battling evil forces.
Delve into 30 challenging missions through cities and jungles using a devastating arsenal of weapons, abilities and vehicles

including the iconic Warthog against the Covenant and Promethean enemies. Be the Spartan and deny your foes the conquest of
Earth.

Earn Steam achievements, complete missions and compete against your friends for the top scores in the leaderboards.

Challenge your enemies. Strike Fast. Be a Spartan!

TOP FEATURES

Crush your enemies using the iconic Warthog or sweep them from the battlefield using the all-new Kestrel VTOL.

Face off against Promethean enemies; deadly mechanical warriors who seek mankind’s annihilation.

Experience an all-new story that will take you from New Mombasa on Earth to the enigmatic Gamma Halo located at the
edge of charted space.

Complete weekly challenges and take the top position against friends in leaderboards that showcase your Halo gaming
skills.
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Game supports keyboard/mouse, USB Xbox controller and virtual joysticks for touch.
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Title: Halo: Spartan Strike
Genre: Action
Developer:
343 Industries, Vanguard Games
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8 and 8.1

Processor: Dual core processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX10 compatible graphics card w/ dedicated 512MB RAM (ATI Radeon 3670, NVIDIA 8600 GT or Intel HD
3000)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2550 MB available space

Additional Notes: ** DirectX feature level 10 required **

English,French,Italian,German
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I was really unsure if I was going to get this at first, while I enjoyed the heck out of Spartan Assault, this looks like more of the
same. However, while shallow, there's a fun top down shooter with great art within this, and arguably best of all, your purchase
might help Microsoft realize PC gamers also want the real Halo games, buy it if you're a fan.. not enjoyable. most of the
missions center on you holding your position while monsters spawn more or less infinitely while you run out of ammo.. I wish
more Spartan games will come to steam same goes for the Halo Wars.. Disappointed there was no Co-Op but if you liked
Spartan Assaults Single Player this one is just as good/better. Worth the money and the time!
. great game
you will get rekt by them prometheans tho. Really fun and simple Halo game for PC. I would try to get this game on sale
because it is often.. STUCK* now, spartan can't move

-THE END-
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This game is awful. It is almost no fun at all, and for some reason is extremely inconsistant. One mission can be painstakingly
easy, whereas the next will honestly just be unfair and luck based to survive on. The first one was fun, but this sucked♥♥♥♥♥.
Bought both games as a bundle [Halo: Spartan Strike & Halo: Spartan Assault] for more that a fair price and I can say that my
money were well spent. I must say that was first encounter with "Halo" series and was some good experience.
A bit short campaigns but interesting ones.
First 2 top-down games in a while and I can say that was a good return to those. :))
Overall I can recommend both games if you have some spare time.. More Halo for pc!!. Just beat the sequel of Halo:Spartan
Assault, called Spartan Strike, with 100% achievements.
The game took all the best from the first installment and luckily left some frustrating design flaws behind, like assault ops that
require you to finish the same mission 20 times over.
This time our enemies include not only the Covenant forces, but also Prometheans. New weapons of both terran and alien origin
make appearance in the game, UNSC battle rifle become my favourite weapon very fast =)
Somehow the game looks shorter to me than its predecessor, though there are 30 missions. Missions vary much, you get to use
different vehicles, survive through ambushes, capture objectives, so the gameplay is quite entertaining.
All in all, if you enjoyed the first game of the series, but hated the assault ops, you'll definitely like the sequel.. Awesome game,
interesting missions. Just grab a drink and spend some time playing this game. It's not that long, but very entertaining. Definitely
purchase this game in a bundle with previous chapter (Halo: Spartan Assault).. This game needs a steam music DLC so badly.
The score is just outstanding for this kind of game!. Great minigame!. This game is awesome but it NEEDS a Co-op mode

8/10
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